
 

 

 
 

SOME SUGGESTED HOTELS 
We kindly suggest you to visit their websites and to reserve your room 

well in advance being August and September high season period. 
 

SEAFRONT HOTELS 
 

GRAND HOTEL VESUVIO *****L 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Via Partenope 45, Naples (IT)  
 

www.vesuvio.it 
 
Located right on the seafront, the prestigious Grand Hotel Vesuvio overlooks the Gulf of 
Naples, the island of Capri and Mount Vesuvius. These views can be admired from its 
rooftop restaurant. This 5-star hotel features a luxury indoor pool, fitness centre with  
personal trainer and a wellness area with hot tub, sauna and steam bath.  
Rooms are spacious and elegantly decorated. All air-conditioned, they also feature a 
minibar and a TV with satellite and pay-per-view channels. Some have a balcony with 
sea views.The Vesuvio Grand Hotel serves a varied buffet breakfast each morning. The 
Caruso Roof Garden Restaurant on the 9th floor offers classic Italian cuisine and 
panoramic views across the Mediterranean Sea. 

http://www.vesuvio.it/


 

 

EUROSTARS HOTEL EXCELSIOR **** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Via Partenope 48, Naples (IT) 
 

www.excelsior.it 
 
Overlooking the Bay of Naples and standing true to Italian customs, Hotel Excelsior 
combines the breath taking, elegant beauty of Naples with modern luxury and a touch 
of antiquity. With its luxurious crystal chandeliers, finely woven rugs, and superb Italian 
marble floors, Hotel Excelsior is a favourite haunt of artists, intellectuals, and 
international celebrities. Open our finely carved doors to an outside world of the city’s 
most famous shops and attractions.  

 

GRAND HOTEL SANTA LUCIA****S 

  

Via Partenope 46, Naples (IT) 
 

www.santalucia.it  

Grand Hotel Santa Lucia, a 4-star hotel, represents a lifestyle. Crossing the threshold 
of the hall, in Art Nouveau style, the atmosphere that you breathe is of the Neapolitan 
Belle Epoque. The elegance, privacy and a unique style of its, kind make it a second 
home for many famous people visiting Naples. 
The panorama that can be admired from the rooms and suites, all recently renovated, 
offers a view of Vesuvius and the entire bay of Naples in the foreground the majestic 
Castel Dell ‘Ovo. 

http://www.excelsior.it/
http://www.santalucia.it/


 

 

HOTEL ROYAL CONTINENTAL **** 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Via Partenope, 38/44 Naples (IT) 
 

www.royalcontinental.it 
 

The Royal Continental hotel is located on the Naples waterfront and offers an ideal 

location with superb views of the gulf. Charismatic hospitality, flexible and dynamic 

services, a warm welcome and lots of atmosphere. The Hotel Royal Continental can  

boast a half century of experience in the hospitality business and believes in enhancing 

the environment by leaving the natural habitat untouched and offering guests the 

highest levels of comfort. 

PARTENOPE RELAIS 

 

Via Nicolò Tommaseo 1, Naples (IT)  

https://www.partenoperelais.it/en/ 

Born in 2013 from a skilful and accurate restoration of a prestigious neoclassical 

building, the Relais Partenope shows all the elegance and harmony of a design hotel in 

the spectacular scenery of the Bay of Naples. The spacious and luxurious Rooms and 

Suites offer stunning views of the sea, Vesuvius, the island of Capri and the Sorrento 

Coast, and every convenience for those seeking exclusivity and style in Naples. 

 
 

http://www.royalcontinental.it/
https://www.partenoperelais.it/en/


 

 

HOTEL REX *** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Via Palepoli 12, Naples (IT) 
 

www.hotel-rex.it 
 

A few steps from the waterfront district of San Ferdinando, just minutes from 
picturesque sites like Castel dell'Ovo, Borgo Marinari and Piazza Plebiscito, the Hotel 
Rex of Naples welcomes you in an Art Nouveau building with a cozy Mediterranean 
atmosphere, enhanced by comfortable rooms, elegant simplicity and careful attention 
to detail. Cradle of ancient cultures, romantic source of inspiration, full of places to visit, 
people to meet-the most authentic Naples is all this and much more.  

PALAZZO CHIATAMONE 

 
 

Via Chiatamone 6, Naples (IT) 

 

http://www.palazzochiatamone.it/home.asp 

Located in Naples historical center, near the most important shopping streets, the 

pier, the sea, and the magnificent Via Caracciolo, there is Palazzo Chiatamone. Placed 

in an historic '900 building, it offers accommodations for different requires everyone 

with private bathroom, hairdryer and courtesy set, and a 10 hours a day reception to 

simplify the check-in and check-out process, a professional , and attentive staff. 

 

 

http://www.hotel-rex.it/
http://www.palazzochiatamone.it/home.asp


 

 

B&B NAPOLITREE 

 

Via Chiatamone 6,  Naples (IT) 

https://napolitree.it/en/ 

Napoli Tree Room&Breakfast is in via Chiatamone no. 6 on the third floor of a historic 

building in the very heart of Naples, next to the Caracciolo seafront and a 20-minute 

walk from the city centre. Our Guest House has 6 modern and welcoming rooms. An 

ideal solution for couples, families or groups of friends seeking a quiet haven just a 

stone’s throw away from the sea while visiting bustling Naples. 

B&B ORSINI 46 

 

 
 

Via Generale Orsini 46, Naples (IT) 
 info@orsini46.it 

http://www.orsini46.it/index_en.html  

The bed and breakfast, built inside a building from the early '900, is located in the 

prestigious area of Saint Lucia, ancient and noble heart of Naples, home of the largest 

luxury hotel, a few meters from the promenade of Via Caracciolo and Plebiscite 

Square and Royal Palace, the main monuments of Naples are all within walking 

distance. 

 

 

https://napolitree.it/en/
mailto:info@orsini46.it
http://www.orsini46.it/index_en.html


 

 

LE MUMMARELLE 

 

 

Via Santa Lucia 133, Naples (IT)  

https://en.lemummarelle.com/camere-ed-appartamenti  

Discover the wonderful rooms located in Via Santa Lucia, a stone's throw from the 
Lungomare Caracciolo and the famous Piazza del Plebiscito, in the heart of the city. 
Rooms that stand out for the attention to detail with modern furnishings and 
equipped with every comfort needed to enjoy a unique and relaxing stay. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.lemummarelle.com/camere-ed-appartamenti


 

 

CHIAIA DISTRICT HOTEL (Shopping area) 

GRAND HOTEL PARKER’S *****L 

Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 135, Naples (IT) 

info@grandhotelparkers.it 

https://www.grandhotelparkers.it/ 

 

The Grand Hotel Parker's is located in an elegant and quiet area of Naples, in the 
exclusive Chiaia district, which is a point of passage to the main attractions of the city 
such as Piazza dei Martiri, Mergellina and the splendid seafront of Naples. For those 
who love shopping, Via dei Mille, Via Chiaia, Spaccanapoli are places not to be missed. 
The Grand Hotel Parker’s offers 79 rooms and suites where our guests can savour the 
heritage and impeccable service of the first luxury hotel in Naples. 

THE BRITANNIQUE HOTEL***** 

Corso Vittorio Emanuele 133, Naples (IT) 

info@thebritannique.com 

https://www.thebritannique.com/en/index.php 

 

Much more than just a hotel, The Britannique is a true Neapolitan institution, which 

today has renewed its splendor. After the renovation, Naples is present in every detail 

of the hotel. Each floor, through colors and materials, recalls one of the layers of the 

city: the lava of the subsoil inspires the spa; the hall recalls the courtyards of the 

buildings, while the floors of the rooms reflect the colors of the gardens, domes and 

sky of Naples. 

mailto:info@grandhotelparkers.it
mailto:info@thebritannique.com


 

 

HOTEL EXE MAJESTIC **** 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Largo Vasto a Chiaia 68, Naples (IT) 
 

http://www.exemajestic.com/ 
 

The ideal choice for the guests who prefer the dynamic side of the City. 

In the heart of Naples, nestled among the finest shops and nightlife the city has to offer, 
the Hotel Majestic is the ideal choice for guests who prefer the dynamic side of Naples.  
Service is warm and personalized in the Neapolitan tradition.  
 

HOTEL PALAZZO ALABARDIERI **** 

 

               

Via Alabardieri 38, Naples (IT) 
 

www.palazzoalabardieri.it/en/ 
 

The Hotel Palazzo Alabardieri is in the heart of the city, in the luxury shopping area. 
Within few metres you can find piazza del Plebiscito with its famous Basilica of San 
Francesco di Paola, San Carlo Theatre and the Royal Palace. 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.exemajestic.com/


 

 

B&B STARBIEN 
 

 

 Vico Belledonne 16, Naples (IT) 
https://bb-starbien.hotel-naples.com/it/#main 

 

Located 700 metres from Piazza Amedeo railway station, B&B Starbien Naples offers 

quick access to Piazza dei Martiri. Guests will have access to a parking nearby for 

added convenience. The venue is set at in 17 minutes' walk to Galleria Umberto I. 

Piazza San Gaetano can be found within 5 minutes' drive away from the bed & 

breakfast. You can get to the 16th - century monument "Royal Palace of Naples" in a 

few minutes by car. Units include air conditioning, WiFi and a balcony. 

POERIO25 BOUTIQUE STAY 

  

Via Carlo Poerio 25, Naples (IT) 
www.poerio25.it 

The hotel is located in a small street that connects Piazza San Pasquale a Chiaia and 
Piazza dei Martiri, among the most famous in the city. We are a ten-minute walk from 
the Piazza Amedeo subway station and near the Napoli Mergellina maritime station. 
The hotel is walking distance from places such as Castel dell'Ovo, Teatro di San Carlo, 
Piazza Plebiscito. Located in the heart of Chiaia area, the most commercial area with the 
most exclusive stores in the city. We are flanked by a small street (Via Caracciolo) with 
all the traditional flavor and charm of Naples, and the wide and elegant Riviera di Chiaia, 
with sumptuous palaces dating back to the 18th and 19th centuries. 

 

https://www.booking.com/hotel/it/b-amp-b-starbien.it.html?aid=311091&label=a-chiaia-b-amp-b-7ex2DA8_oT6gSzNkzjcJlQS388704878839%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atiaud-297601666555%3Akwd-384721341579%3Alp1008560%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm%3Appccp%3DUmFuZG9tSVYkc2RlIyh9YR10fBTovuitU5KVyXYg8iQ&sid=1efb4793825d048a56a7f39c6ce1563e&dest_id=-122902;dest_type=city;dist=0;group_adults=2;group_children=0;hapos=2;hpos=2;no_rooms=1;req_adults=2;req_children=0;room1=A%2CA;sb_price_type=total;sr_order=popularity;srepoch=1652166598;srpvid=a5a13262bf640089;type=total;ucfs=1&#map_opened-hotel_address
https://bb-starbien.hotel-naples.com/it/#main
http://www.poerio25.it/


 

 

HARBOUR DISTRICT HOTELS 

HOTEL ROMEO ***** 

 

Via Cristoforo Colombo 45, Naples (IT) 

reservations@romeohotel.it 

https://www.romeohotel.it/en/naples/ 

A prestigious building dating back from the last century, now characterized by its 
contemporary style with an undulating facade entirely made of crystal. Mirror to the 
Gulf of Naples, overlooking Mount Vesuvius and the island of Capri on the horizon. Thus, 
ROMEO Hotel unfolds, five-star modern luxury, eclectic design, architecture and art, 
passion, beauty and taste. To discover Naples and the beauty that surrounds it. 

RENAISSANCE NAPLES HOTEL MEDITERRANEO**** 

 

Via Ponte di Tappia 25, Naples (IT) 

https://www.marriott.com/en-us/hotels/napbr-renaissance-naples-hotel-
mediterraneo/overview/ 

Located in the heart of Napoli the Renaissance Naples Hotel Mediterraneo is the ideal 
choice for a business trip or a romantic getaway. The historical center, the shopping 
promenade of Via Toledo and the business district are just few steps nearby. Relax in 
the king size beds of our contemporary designed guest rooms or in the panoramic hot 
tubs of our roof top solarium. Our hotel is the perfect location to visit and discover 
Napoli by foot or for a day trip to Capri, Positano, Pompei, or Rome.  

mailto:reservations@romeohotel.it


 

 

NH NAPOLI PANORAMA HOTEL **** 

 

Via Medina 70, Naples (IT) 

https://www.nh-hotels.com/hotel/nh-napoli-panorama 

The NH Napoli Panorama hotel, formerly known as NH Napoli Ambassador, is a 
modern skyscraper rising out of the historic center of Naples. Its fantastic location 
situates guests a brief stroll away, through Naples’ characteristic central streets, from 
all the important sights, and famous shops. The hotel is the tallest in Italy, so you’ll 
get unrivaled views from each of the 230 rooms. And as they start from the 16th floor, 
all rooms ensure the panoramic view is not spoiled by unwanted noise from the busy 
streets below. Our guests appreciate the central location with easy access to the 
sights, and well as the professionalism of the front desk and restaurant staff. 

HOTEL PALAZZO TURCHINI **** 

 

Via Medina 21/22, Naples (IT) 

https://www.palazzoturchini.it/en/ 

The hotel Palazzo Turchini is placed in the heart of the former vice regal city of Naples. 
The hotel is located a few meters from the port and the metro station, close to the most 
famous shopping streets and right in the middle of the most important places of 
historical, cultural and artistic interest. Palazzo Turchini combines tradition and 
modernity, elegance and technology. A warm and refined atmosphere is what guests 
encounter since their entrance in the hall. The staff at the reception is always ready to 
exceed their expectations. 



 

 

HOTEL NAPLES **** 

 

C.so Umberto I 55, Naples (IT) 

info@hotelnaples.it 

https://www.hotelnaples.it/en/contacts/ 

The Hotel Naples immersed in the historical center of the city, the heart of ancient 
Naples, was born in one of the most central streets of Naples, Corso Umberto I, 
opposite the Federico II University and the historic Via Mezzocannone, the nerve 
center of university life. The hotel is located between the historic Molo Beverello, 
Porta di Massa and the central railway station (Piazza Garibaldi). 10 minutes, so close 
to the historical center from C.so Umberto I. Hotel Naples is an elegant building that 
perfectly combines the original Decò style, which we find in the furnishings, 
paintings, lamps and sconces with all the comforts that today's international clientele 
requires. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

HISTORICAL CENTER HOTELS 

SANTA CHIARA BOUTIQUE HOTEL **** 
 

 

Via Benedetto Croce 23, Naples (IT) 

info@santachiarahotel.com 

www.santachiarahotel.com/?lang=en 

Santa Chiara Boutique Hotel is located is in the unique historic center, making it easy 

to visit the main landmarks and attractions. Despite of being on Spaccanapoli, the 

city’s beating artery of the Naples’ social life, only a few steps away from the wealth 

of historic buildings and parks, the hotel dwells in a peaceful and soothing 

atmosphere. Santa Chiara Boutique Hotel will provide an unforgettable stay at one of 

the best four-star hotels you will have ever experienced. 

DECUMANI HOTEL DE CHARME **** 

 

Via San Giovanni Maggiore Pignatelli 15, Naples (IT) 

info@decumani.com 

www.decumani.com/en/ 

The Decumani Hotel de Charme is located in the Decumani, in the heart of the old 
town originally a  Greek "polis" and then a Roman "urbs", an area which represents 
with its squares, streets and alleys, a unique historical, cultural and artistic heritage.  
 

 

info@santachiarahotel.com
http://www.santachiarahotel.com/?lang=en
mailto:info@decumani.com
mailto:info@decumani.com
http://www.decumani.com/en/


 

 

HOTEL PIAZZA BELLINI*** 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Via Santa Maria di Costantinopoli 101, Naples (IT) 

info@hotelpiazzabellini.com  
www.hotelpiazzabellini.com/en 

 

Picture a fully renovated, historic 16th-century palazzo in the heart of Naples, near to 

San Gregorio Armeno, the National Archaeological Museum and the Greco-Roman 

city. Add a young staff with a fresh welcome, an original design, and the result is the 

Hotel Piazza Bellini. The hotel, with its cool 18th-century courtyard, is an oasis of 

tranquillity in the middle of the city’s bustle with plenty of room to relax. The staff of 

local Neapolitans will be happy to advise on the myriad attractions of Naples, every 

day coming up with new ways for you to discover the most authentic side of our city. 

B&B BELLINI SUITE 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Via Santa Maria di Costantinopoli 23, Naples (IT)  
www.bellinisuite.it/en/home-page/ 

 
Bellini Suite B&B is located a few steps from the historic center of Naples, near the 

Bellini Theater. We offer hospitality and tranquility, placing ourselves at the same 

time as a perfect starting point to visit the wonders of Naples and its surroundings. 

We have four double rooms. Within walking distance you can visit San Gregorio 

Armeno and all the wonders of the historic center of Naples.  

mailto:info@hotelpiazzabellini.com
http://www.hotelpiazzabellini.com/en
mailto:info@bellinisuite.it
mailto:info@bellinisuite.it
http://www.bellinisuite.it/en/home-page/


 

 

LA SMORFIA BNB 
 

 

Via Santa Maria di Costantinopoli 30, Naples (IT) 
info@lasmorfiabnb.com 

www.lasmorfiabnb.com/en/ 
 

La Smorfia bed&breakfast is located on the third floor of an XVIIIth century building 
in Via Santa Maria di Costantinopoli 30. The baroque palace, with its magnificent 
staircase and courtyard, inspired the name of the residence. In fact at the main 
entrance, where you can still see the original stables, the watering stand for horse 
carriages is still preserved, overlaid by the mocking face of a mask. From there comes 
the immediate connection with the Neapolitan “smorfia”, an ancient local method of 
choosing lottery numbers through the interpretation of dreams that gives specific 
numbers to events, people, animals and objects.  

B&B NEAPOLIS BELLINI 

 
 

Piazza Vincenzo Bellini 75, Naples (IT) 

 info@neapolisbellinibed.com 

www.neapolisbellinibed.com/ 

Completely covered with free Wi-Fi, B&B Neapolis Bellini is located in the middle of 

Piazza Bellini, The heart of Naples, 500 meters from San Gregorio Armeno, the famous 

Cristo Velato, Underground Naples, Archaeological Museum, The Monastero of Santa 

Chiara. B&B Neapolis Bellini is 1.2 km from Maschio Angioino and Molo Beverello, 

and 4 km from Naples International Airport, the nearest airport. Metro Dante and 

Museo are just 5 minutes walking distance. 

mailto:info@lasmorfiabnb.com
http://www.lasmorfiabnb.com/en/
http://www.neapolisbellinibed.com/
mailto:info@neapolisbellinibed.com
http://www.neapolisbellinibed.com/


 

 

We kindly suggest you to visit their websites and to reserve your 

room well in advance being August and September high season 

period. 

To find different kind of accommodation and B&B please go on the 

major search engines such as Expedia or Booking. 


